Hooray! You've discovered a title that's missing from our library. Can you help donate a copy? If you own this book, you can mail it to our address below. You can also purchase this book from a vendor and ship it to our address: Internet Archive Open Library Book Donations 300 Funston Avenue San Francisco, CA 94118. Better World Books. Amazon.

Benefits of donating. When you donate a physical book to the Internet Archive, your book will enjoy: Beautiful high-fidelity digitization. Long-term archival preservation.

A Deeper, Darker Truth Paperback – October 15, 2009. by Donald T Phillips (Author). 4.4 out of 5 stars 25 ratings. ¿ However, 'Deeper Darker' contains so many of Wilson's outrageous 'claims' and 'discoveries' that a small sampling of them should alert the potential buyer to the sheer nonsense that awaits. Staying with the famous Moorman polaroid that Wilson got from a book - he never examined the original, remember - here are some of the incredible things that he thought that he could see in it. Moonrock Books. James H. Fetzer (Amazon).

Older Videos. And Scholars for 9/11 Truth has written about it. The film suggests that torture produces actionable intelligence, when virtually every military and intelligence expert will confirm that you are told what those being tortured think you want to hear to stop the pain. As TIME and the Huffington Post have reported, the film’s depiction of torture has created a controversy that may affect its chances for an Oscar. Among the most notable commentaries is one by Matt Tiabbi. A columnist for Rolling Stone, he has raised serious questions Wiki Targeted (Entertainment).

Do you like this video? Play Sound. A Darker Truth (Part 1) is the first episode of A Darker Truth. Follow Jason as he tracks down the man who killed his sister. We open the episode by a flash forward to the Pilot and see Vicki Donovan being awoken after being attacked by Damon Salvatore the screen quickly flashes to a shot of Joanne Harris who appears to be dead or mortally wounded, possibly attacked by a vampire. We see Jason Harris introduce the audience to his A Deeper, Darker Truth. Tom Wilson's Journey into the Assassination of John F. Kennedy. Donald T. Phillips. 4.4 • 7 Ratings. $9.99. $9.99. Publisher Description. In the late 1980s, Tom Wilson, a retired research and development engineer with US Steel Corporation, designed a state-of-the-art image processing and computer analysis system using technology already employed by NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. Fletchabar, 09/01/2012. A deeper, darker truth. This book was very informative. It's a good read that finds new evidence on what really happened. More Books by Donald T. Phillips. See All. Lincoln On Leadership. 2010. One Magical Sunday. 2005.